Complaining customers are the best motivators
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There is a breed of customers who should be encouraged and nurtured: complainers, according to international customer service strategist John Tschohl. These are the customers who go out of their way to make sure things are done properly; the ones who make sure the customer behind them in line does not have to experience bad service; the ones who take a few minutes to show corporations what they need to do - or do better - to earn their business.

The average person today can take a problem viral in hours. Now, thousands hear about problems within 24 hours. The average person has 130+ friends on Facebook and has numerous connections on LinkedIn, Twitter, etc. They’ve got venting down pat but that does nothing to solve the problem.

“In my book, ‘The Customer is Boss’, I show you how to complain correctly. Most people begin their complaint with the person they are complaining about. Not a good idea,” said Tschohl.

It all starts at the bottom and many people don’t believe it will do any good - and they are often right. After all, if the complaint comes in at the bottom level, they surely are not going to send it on up to management to show what a terrible job they did of handling it.

“I don’t consider people complainers, I think of them as my motivators,” explained Tschohl. “Why? Because they motivate me and my staff to give them what they need, to do what is right and to have these same complainers (motivators) leave with a smile on their faces. I tell everyone that they have the right to a good experience, a quality product, and top of the line customer service. I also tell everyone that it’s their responsibility to let the appropriate channels know when there is an issue. You deserve quality and top notch performance.”

A common complaint is that people hate their bank but they haven’t left yet. Ask them why and they say it will simply take too much time and they are all the same anyway. “But no, they are not all the same. Let your bank know that you are considering leaving and what processes, procedures, charges offend you, and let them know you will stay if they make some adjustments. All you have to do is let them know what you want,” says Tschohl.

Your customers should not feel the need to be apologetic when complaining about bad service, either. They are doing you a favour by complaining (motivating) and letting you know what’s gone wrong, and who needs to be done to fix the problem for future customers - effectively helping you create the maximum number of satisfied customers possible.

“Two companies that I feel have set the bar high on taking care of customers and consistently rating at the top of customer satisfaction are Disney and Amazon. Polls show that their
Research has shown that customers with issues that are resolved quickly can often turn into loyal customers and even brand advocates,” concluded Tschohl.

More Info: http://www.customer-service.com
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- **Why that weekly email blast isn't working now** - The art of segmentation - that is, splitting a target audience into groups so that each can be targeted in different ways - is evolving fast, as deeper and broader sets of online consumer data ...

- **Consumers divided on personal retail experiences** - US consumers say they want a more personalised retail experience and yet they are seriously divided when it comes to retailers' tactics and the types of personal information they feel ...

- **Millennials seek more digital self-service** - More than half (55%) of Millennial consumers say that their customer service expectations have increased over the last three years, and more than half say they have stopped doing business with at ...

- **Retailers fail at multi-channel experiences** - Despite significant investment in digital channels, UK retailers are still only answering just over half (55%) of routine customer questions asked via the email, Twitter and web channels ...

- **Marketers in danger of taking email for granted** - Marketers are in danger of taking email marketing for granted even though it is still a top rated channel for delivering return on investment (ROI), according to research from by Econsultancy ...

- **Loyalty schemes aren't engaging enough** - Loyalty programmes have not evolved with the digital age and are failing to engage consumers, with active participation rates often being dangerously low and 89% of social media opinions about loyalty ...

- **CEO vs CIO: The trouble with customer data** - Making the most of information is a priority for many businesses. However, a study by information management firm Iron Mountain has found that a lack of understanding between those who manage and ...

- **Complaining customers are the best motivators** - There is a breed of customers who should be encouraged and nurtured: complainers, according to international customer service strategist John Tschohi. These are the customers who go out of ...

- **Luxury brands’ innovations are earning respect** - Luxury brands are generally doing a satisfactory job of meeting the standards of younger high-end shoppers (who are notably more approving than baby boomers of current trends in several ...

- **Payment tech raises consumer expectations** - British shoppers are taking to new technologies enthusiastically as they browse and pay for goods and services, according to a study by Verifone, which suggests that these advances carry with them ...

- **Consumers and Retailers at odds over technology** - Despite a growing demand from consumers for an increased use of technology in stores, retailers are still lagging far behind in technology adoption, according to research from tablet-based ...

- **Consumers more motivated by loyalty than ever** - Enrolment levels in consumer loyalty programmes have reached an all-time high as Canadian consumers continue to consider them
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